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About This Content

The word legendary is thrown around often, but on the subject of early ‘90s motorsport, the legacy of DTM race cars has proven
worthy of that title. The unique handling and sounds of these cars become rarer by the minute, but they can be yours to

experience every day in RaceRoom. Purchase the 1992 DTM car pack and add 5 racing legends to your lineup.

Cars

Audi V8 DTM
Based on its street going brother, Audi developed the Group A V8 for entry into the Deutsche Tourenwagen
Meisterschaft (DTM). The early ‘90s belonged to the Audi V8 DTM, where it was the only car in the series to possess a
V8 engine and 4-wheel-drive.

BMW M3 Sport Evolution
Reveling in the success and popularity of the E30, BMW pushed the model to new heights in 1990 with the M3 Sport
Evolution. Today only a handful of these beloved cars remain, but you can drive the BMW M3 Sport Evolution daily
here in RaceRoom.

Ford Mustang GT DTM
The Ford Mustang GT DTM is a lightweight car with loads of horsepower and dragon like sound. This legendary and
increasingly rare car roars to life every day in RaceRoom.
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Mercedes 190E EVO II DTM
The attention grabbing Mercedes 190E EVO II DTM drives as good as it looks. In 1992 Klaus Ludwig claimed the title
in this car and Ellen Lohr became the first woman to win a DTM race behind the wheel of her 190E.

Opel Omega 3000 Evo 500
The limited series Opel Omega 3000 Evo 500 was built to compete in DTM and its 3-litre straight-6 engine could push
the car to a top speed of 300 km/h. Bring this legend to your RaceRoom lineup.

Important Info/DLC Purchasing Policy

R3E user accounts are associated with the user’s Steam account for security and transactions through Steam Wallet. A Steam
account can use multiple R3E accounts by using the ‘switch accounts’ function in the R3E Account Settings.

Upon purchasing an R3E DLC via the Steam Store, an R3E user account will be permanently associated with that Steam
account and it will no longer be possible to switch accounts. The option to switch accounts will be permanently removed from

the R3E Account Settings.
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Title: RaceRoom - DTM 1992 Car Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Sector3 Studios
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft Windows Vista / 7

Processor:Dual core at 1.6 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Processor or AMD equivalent

Memory:2 GB

Graphics:NVIDIA 7900 512 MB Video Card or AMD equivalent

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:12 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,French,German,Italian
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Love it, has a bit more info then some other documentaries I have seen over the past last 10 years.
This was and still is the life i live, a true enjoyment of the wonderful world of escapism entertainment.. boss 2 jumps
unpredictidly and game is just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This made my day, week, month.
Lets face it, this is the highlight of my year.. Good visualized camos. I love this product. Animated skins are awesome.. Terrible
game, that is all have to say for this terrible game.. This is one of the saddest games i have played all year. I went through 10
tissue boxes just going through the game. It was crazy the way the butler suduced me, I swear lowkey i turned gay. Just a quick
fix when the girl was bathing can we have just a slideshow of her in different positions cleaning herself that would be so hot.
The maid Sophie was the best character by far she had such a hot voice and was thicc holy crap. The stroy was great with 5
endings and at the ending of all 5 of them i nutted so it was enjoyable. This game will make you cry and nut at the same time. I
love this game it deserves way more than it has right now. Cant wait for 2 hopefully with even more tear jerkers. Looking
forward to my future nuts.

8/10 A great experience with some hot characters
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A great telling of, perhaps the most important part of, video game history.
And a causionary tale of what happens when big business steps in on impassioned, entreprenurial and imaginative work.. Thing
about this game is that it's brand new from an indie developer. Is it rough around the edges? Yeah, but it's being
updated/improved daily. Is it similar to XCOM? Yes, however it brings something new when you speak of XCOM. The way I
look at this is that XCOM was all about stopping aliens where this is more of we've found a new home (possiblily) and we've got
to fight to keep a foothold. Personally it's got plenty of room to grow and the base building is neat. I believe that as time goes on
and the developer recieves feedback and ideas this could become as great as XCOM if not beat it (however it's most likely going
to be equal).. When I first purchased this game, there was a review with about as many hours played as I have now, and it did
NOT recommend this game. I thought how can you spend so much time playing something and then deny the opportunity to
other gamers? I kind of understand it now. That said, I do still recommend this game. I have 150+ hours immersed without even
touching the potentially best feature: sandbox play.

My biggest gripe with the game isn't the somewhat clunky interface and minor kinks, it's an older game and actually stands up
quite well considering. My biggest gripe is that the campaign(s) in the deluxe version drag on, and are unnecessarily repetitive
and dry. My recommendation is to play the initial campaign missions that were part of the basic game in order to get a handle of
the mechanics and then dive right into sandbox mode. Unfortunately my obsessive nature meant I felt obliged to attempt every
mission, and unfortunately you can't skip any (at least on the Mac version, I believe PC has a cheat code) in order to unlock the
next. Your campaign opponents do not play by the rules. The earlier missions are quite fun however and are a good introduction
to the general gameplay. I did not complete the final campaign series which was dull, padded out and grindy, and I feel burnt out
on the game in general and will uninstall for now. Hopefully one day, I'll revisit and dive into sandbox mode (which I've never
tried) from the start.

The highlights: you can play as any of the 4 airline managers, each with their own quirks and personality. I personally like the
cartoonish 90s style artwork. The basics are easy to learn and you have some options on how you like to play. There is a
freeplay/sandbox option with a good supportive online community with guides and tips. This is a tycoon game for ordinary
people like me, the business side of things is not particularly deep or realistic and focuses on the fun aspects (to me anyway) of
running an airline.

. Nissim is the Mazhikest man of the WORLD. Banyu Lintar Angin - Little Storm -, a short experience but enjoyable
nonetheless. I liken it to a digital comic, or something similar. Pretty neat.

If this had you interested you should check out this! http://store.steampowered.com/app/744810
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